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Abstract 

In this study conducted in "Rramilli" farm in located Shijak-Durrës, is evaluated the impact of somatic cells 
presence on the frame of udder health and milk quality. It is highlighted the fact of hygienic levels of animal 
husbandry, in this paper evaluated by a point system, which is resulted to have an indisputable impact on the 
udder health and milk quality. Positively through the questionnaire and the point system was performed a 
quantitative farm management assessment. Parallel were performed the bacteriological and cytological analyzes 
of milk tank. In total were conducted two monitoring within 8 months. The accuracy of the practice was 
determined by consulting literature and expert opinion. The smallest point result was 1 and the largest 4-10. For 
each schedule was calculated the total and the average of points. By LS (Linear Score), the maximum number of 
points to average practice should not exceed 4.5-4.9 points. Milk indicators that were analyzed: 
total somatic and Aerobic cells in total of milk tank. In the first monitoring Qs resulted: 480 ± 50 per 000/ml q 
whereas at: 5940 ± 32, against 400 and < 1000 respectively. From these monitoring we revealed as critical 
point the teat preparation before milking, their disinfection pre and after milking. As we suggested, many of 
these practices were corrected, during the second monitoring, which was reflected in the milk hygienic status.  
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1. Introduction 

Farm management deficiencies are actually 
considered the beginning of the diseases with less, 
obvious or sub-clinic symptoms, such as sub-clinic 
mastitis, which has become dominant in husbandry. 
Milk production in quantity and quality, is absolutely 
related with the health and functioning of the 
mammary gland. Mastitis is not only a serious 
problem for the animal health, but also a serious threat 
for public health and one of the main reasons of the 
economic loss. 

The exactly identification of the “critical points” 
through HACCAP procedure in the farm is essential 
and represents the indisputable basis to have a healthy 
cattle [5, 6]. 

The intervention of a veterinarian at the 
management level is necessary and requires the 
availability of objective and practical instruments for 
an appropriate assessment of the management. The 
use of instruments such as the questionnaire and the 
scoring system, for the assessment of the farm 
management, promises an objective assessment of 
husbandry health status, and address the veterinarian  

 

to critical points in husbandry. 
The purpose of this study is: to assess the relation 

between scoring evaluation of different practices of 
the animal growth and the infection presence (yes/no 
to sub-clinic mastitis), exactly in husbandry in a study 
conducted in the “Ramilli” farm in Shijak-Durres. 

The aim of this study is: to the evidence of the 
critical points in husbandry, through using of 
instruments such as the questionnaire and the scoring 
system and correcting the existing practices.  

 

2. Material and methods 

The study was conducted at the “Ramilli” dairy 
farm, in Shijak-Durres. The tests were conducted in 
laboratory of “ADAMA” Albanian milk-meat 
associated laboratory”, in laboratories of SH.P.V, 
FMV, UBT Dep. and in DIPAU, Contagious Diseases 
Sector, FMV, Milano-Italy. 

Two monitoring were made in 8 months, 
according to the consulting literature, associated with 
quantitative evaluation of husbandry and sampling in 
the milk [4]. 
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2. 1. Questionnaire and data gathering 

The authors have developed a set of indicators 
that make up the questionnaire, easily monitored, to 
assess the management practices in the farm [6, 7]. 

Initially, the questionnaire was adopted based in 
the conditions of the husbandry. The data were 
gathered in the farm, through filling the questionnaire, 
visiting the husbandry environment. The correctness 
of the practices was determined by the consulted 
literature and the experts’ opinions. The questionnaire 
covers all main aspects of farm management, 
emphasizing more the activities related with health 
management in general, and the udder health status in 
particularly (in this case).  

2.2. Bacteriological and cytological tests of 
the milk in the farm 

The analyzed sample type 

In this we analyzed milk tank, to highlight 
whether the sub-clinic mastitis is present or not. This 
is the type of sample that generally is taken to 
determine the quality of the milk and the herd health 
status [1]. 

The analyzed indicators 

Somatic cells in the milk, total aerobe in milk, 
pH, proteins, and fats. 

The mastitis diagnosis is based in the presence of 
pathogens in the milk (such as total aerobe) and its 
cellular content [7]. 

2.3. Scoring system 

We attributed a scoring system to each farm 
management practice, evaluated during the 
questionnaire filling: more correct the practice, the 
smaller the attributed score. 

-Quantitative evaluation of husbandry (dipping, 
lactation, parturition etc.) was done by scoring special 
practices. The smallest number of points was 1 and 
the highest one 4-10. For each schedule we calculated 
the total and average points. 

According to LS the maximum average points of 
schedule practices, should not exceed 4.5 to 4.9 
points. In this level of points the somatic cells are 
300-400 per 000/ml milk. Each schedule point value 
was determined from the algebraic sum of items that 
make up this schedule. For each schedule we 
calculated the total and average points.  

They are correlated with the contents of the 
somatic cells in the milk [4, 5, 6]. 

3. Results and discussion 

From the first interview we noticed o lot of 
deficiencies, that reflects in the questionnaire and are 
related principally with: 

1. The way of keeping in lactation and 
drying  
• Short beds 
• Disuse of layer lane or contaminated floor 
• Damage of food lane floor etc. 

2. Dipping 
3. Animal body hygiene  
4. Therapy on drying 

• Therapeutic preparation used was not 
effective 

• The drying therapy was not correctly 
applied 

• Etc. 
All this deficiencies are reflected in the 

monitoring made in milk, which we will see below. 
From the second interview (and the frequent 

presence in the farm) we noticed partial corrections, 
especially related with dipping, animal body hygiene, 
and the farm management in general. 

As you may see from the data of table (1), 
differences are observed between the two monitoring, 
that coincide with changes in farm management.  

We think that very high levels of Total Aerobe 
not only come from the presence of sub-clinical 
mastitis, but also from hygiene deficiencies of farm 
management [8, 9]. 

Table 1 Cytological and bacteriological indicators of the milk 

Indicators 
 
Time 

Somatic cell count/000 per ml milk Total Aerobe /000 cfu per ml milk 

Results Uper normal limit Results Uper normal 
limit 

First monitoritation 480 ± 50 400 6120 ±120 <1000 
Two months after the 1st monit. 460 ± 40 400   
Four months after the 1st monit. 450 ± 40 400   
Six months after the 1st monit. 450 ± 45 400   
Second monitoritation  410 ± 40 400 5940 ± 32 <1000 
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Table 2 Chemical indicators of milk 

Indicators  
 
Time  

Ph PROTEINS % FATS % 

Results  
Uper 
normal 
limit 

Results 
Uper 
normal 
limit 

Results 
Uper 
normal 
limit 

First interview  6.8 
increased 

6.6-6.7 3.4 
increased 

3.2 3.6 
decreased 

3.8-4.2 

Second interview 6.75 6.6-6.7 3.3 3.2 3.9 3.8-4.2 
The data in Table 2 show that also milk chemical 

indicators, in parallel monitoring with the first 
interview, are not in the norm. Protein and pH have 
increased in value and fats have decreased in value, 
which is consistent with literature data (in the case of 
mastitis the protein and pH values increase and fats 
values decrease).[8, 9]. 

Table 3 Scoring system of farm management 

practices 

Points 

Scedulles  1st monitoring 2nd monitoring 
Total Average Total Average 

General 30 3.75 9 1.1 
Lactation 52 4.4 47 4 
Drying 52 4.4 47 4 
Neifers 52 4.4 47 4 
Dipping 80 4.2 64 2.4!! 
Parturition 85 4 68 3.2 
Therapy 44 2.75 43 2.7 

Sum 395 27.9 325 21.4 
Quantitative evaluation of the above practices 

justifies the level of somatic cells which results in the 
two monitoring. Regarding Total Aerobe we think that 
they have increased as a result of milk contamination 
after milking, and not as a sub-clinic mastitis result.  

Conclusion 

• Quantitative evaluation of husbandry enables farm 
auto control 

• The study ensured very positive correlation 
between points in husbandry practices and 
hygienic milk status (presence of somatic cells) 

• Maintaining under control of critical points 
observed, compared with Linear Score, the key 
practices such as milking, lactation, etc. provides 
udder health and hygienic quality of milk. 

• Among other things, a very important critical 
point, in dairy cattle, is milking and more 
positively preparing mammary glands before 
milking and their disinfection before and after 
milking. 
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